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VOL. 62 NO. 9 THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1976 
About the 
Investigation· 
On Oct. 24 three freshmen were 
assaulted along Victory Parkway, 
resulting in injuries to student Tom 
McCluskey. This incident was made 
public in a letter to the editor (Xavier 
News, vol. 62, rio. 6, page 6), by 
junior transfer student Greg 
Goolsby. Goolsby speculated that 
the assault could have been avoided 
if the Xavier administration had 
made a greater effort to inform new 
students about the dangers of crime 
in the X.U. vicinity. 
Goolsby's allegations held· a 
special significance in light of News 
discoveries that Rev. Robert W. 
Mulligan, S.J., president of the Un-
iversity, tiad specifically ordered 
Business Manager Thomas Stadt· 
miller, the administrator directly in 
charge of security, to institute a com· 
plete news blackout on c11mpus 
security information several years 
ago. 
These points prompted the News 
t~ undertake an. intensive investiga~ 
lion into the exact parameters or the 
security situation at Xavier. · 
In the course of the six-week in-
vestigation, News editors and staff 
members interviewed seven top level 
administrators. Also consulted were 
Sgts. Lindeman and Coates. of the 
Cincinnati Police Division 4, and Lt.. 
C'rowe of the Norwood Bureau of 
Identification, from whom the News 
obtained. official statistics relating to 
crime in the community surrounding 
the Xavier campus. 
Reporter Rita· Hopkinson spoke 
with Director of Urban .Affairs, J. 
Kenneth Blackwell, on the 
sociological implications of Xavier's . 
interaction with the · surrounding 
community. Several staff members 
participated in . the gathering or 
background material including 
statements from Edgecliff College, 
the University of Detroit, and St, 
Louis University concerning their 
policies on campus security; a 
statisiical compilation of Xa-vier stu· 
dent attitudes about campus safety 
drawn from the recent student opi-
nion survey conducted by Northlich· 
Stolley Marketing Research, Inc.; a 
straw p'oll; inquiries to crime 
reporters of the Cincinnati's Post 
and Enquirer. and the former 
statistician of the Cincinnati Polic.e 
Department. 
To complete the investigation, 
statements . were obtained from 
students who had been victims of ac-
tual crimes in the campus vicinity. 
The investigation succeeded ·in-
discovering a definite lack of student 
awareness about security problems, 
aggravated by administrative reluc-
tance to improve this awareness. 
Both factors encourage student 
negligence about security on campus 
and in the surrounding area. 
To analyze th~se problems in 
depth the New.1· this week abandons 
its usual newspaper format in favor 
· of a magazine approach. 
- The Editors 
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Kidday 
KIDDAY '76 will be held this Friday. December 10, from t:30p.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. 180 kids from North and South Avondale will arrive at 
I :30 on Friday. Schedules and sign-up sheets are available at the ~nfor­
mation Desk in the University Center and across from the Grill. 
••• 
Financial Aid forms for the 1977• 78 school year are now available in 
the Financial Aid Office, which is located on the ground floor. of the 
University Center ·Building. All students must re-apply for assistance 
each year: the aid is not automatically renewed. Every student who 
wishes to be considered for assistance by the Financial Aid Office must 
complete a Financial Aid Form (F AF). The F AF is a new form that 
will be utilized instead of the Parents Confidential Statement and the 
Student's Financial Statement. · 
All students are encouraged to submit the FAF and the Xavier Aid 
Application· before February I. The Xavier Aid Application and the 
Financial Aid Form should be received in the Stude,nt Aid. Office 
before July I, 1977 to be considered for the fall semester assistance. 
Information received after this deadline will be handled in accordance 
with the availability ~f funds. Any awards after this date may be for the 
second semester only. 
The Ohio Instructional Grant and the Basic Educational Oppor-
tunity Grant applications for the 77-78 school year shoul.d arrive i~ the 
near future. The Student Aid Office will announce when 1t has received 
· these forms. 
•••• 
The Xavier Players will present THEATRE WORKSHOP, a set of 
student-directed plays, on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, December 
9. IO, and 11, at 8:00 p.m. in the University· Center Theatre. 
WORKSHOP will include two one-act plays, Hello, Out There by 
William Saroyan and Constantinople Smith by Charles L. Mee Jr., as 
well as an experimental piece created by the directors and casts. All 
Xavier students will be admitted free with ID's. 
• • • 
The first institute in bioethics offered in the Greater Cincinnati area 
as a semester-long evening course will begin January 18, 1977 at Mt. 
St. Mary Seminary in Norwood. Three semester credits will be awa~d-' 
ed upper level undergraduates and graduate students, although them-
stitut'e may be taken for only two semester credits (three quarter 
credits) without the research project. Fee for the institute is SIOO, but 
cross registration is available through the Greater Cindnnati Consor-
tium of Colleges and Universities. . . 
Eac;h weekly session of 'the Tuesday evening institute will fe~ture 
different speakers or seminar leaders. The first four programs will be 
seminars on major approaches to ethics. The two following seminars 
will assess current progress in prolonging life and human genetics .. 
. Registration forms for the institute and further information can be 
obtained from : Rev. Donald McCarthy, Mt. St. Mary Seminary, 









Motorsports Club Meeting, Breen Lodge Garage, 4 
p.m. 
Debate Society Meeting, Hinkle Hall, 2 p.m. 
One-Act Plays, Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Pre-registration, undergraduate colleges, · Day 
Division 
Student Government, with Fr. Mulligan, Fae. 
Guest Rm., 6-8 
·Activities Meeting, Regis Rm., 2 p.m. 
A.A.S.A. College Jamboree 
Kid Day 
Pre-registration: Undergraduate Colleges., Day 
Division 
Basketball: XU at Brigham Young Cougar Classic 
One-Act Plays, Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Dads Club Xmas Party, ~fain Dining Rm., 8:30 
. p.m. . 
· Basketball: XU at Brigham Young Cougar Classic 
. Rifle Match. Rifle Range, 10:00 - ~:00 
. Xmas Party for Faculty Kids, Cash Rm., 10:30-
·. 3;30 
One Act Plays, Theatre, 8:00 
Clef Club Christmas Concert, Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Bellarmine Chapel Council Meeting, Terra_ce Rm., 
12:30-3:00 
French Club Meeting, Hearth Rm., 2-8 p.m. 
Mermaid Tavern, Ratterman House, 8 p.m. 
Student Senate, OKI Rm., 3:30 p.m. 
Alpha Sigma Nu Faculty/Student Luncheon dis-
cussion. Faculty Dining Room, 1 :30 p.m. 
Christmas Crafts Caravan, University Center Lob-
by . ,, 
Registration, College of Continuing Education. 
Sailing Club Meeting, Fordham Rm., 7:30 p.m. 
Christmas Crafts Caravan, University Center Lob-
by .. . . . ' 
Registration; College of Continuing Education 
Band Concert, University Center Theatre, I :45-
2: 15 p.m. .· .. 
Basketball: XU vs Evansville, Home, 8 p.m. 
Christmas Crafts Caravan,. University Center Lob-
b . 
"From my Comer'' 
Just a Little Concern 
and Common· Sense 
steps. I guarantee they won't see me 
w·hen they get hit with the water 
balloon. . 
The problem doesn't end there. 
The University is also negligent in 
the lighting of ihe parking lot. In use 
now are old mercury vapor flood 
lights. These give off very little li~ht. 
For a relatively little amount ofume 
and money; efficient, sealed be~m 
mercury vapor lamps can ·be · in-
stalled on the existing poles and 
make the lot look like a bright July 
afternoon. Again I invite anyone to 
undergo the water balloon test. Only 
this time. r11 use a flourescent dye. 
By MIKE VILABOY 
N~ Steff Wrltw 
As is usually the case at XU when 
a controversy· arises, we find finger 
pointing on the part of students, 
denials on the part of · ad~ 
ministrators, but mainly apathy on 
both parts. However, where 
something such as security is con-
cerned, apathy ·can lead to property 
theft, personal injury, and even 
death. ·These dangers will be greatly 
reduced if both sides apply a little 
common sense and perhaps listen a 
little more than they have been. 
Students must realize that there 
are certain things they must not do to 
safeguard themselv:s. For example, 
no one should go walking up Victory 
Parkway at night away from Xavier. 
To get to the pool, the students will 
have to cross a dark University 
Drive: but there really is no reason . 
for anyone to go walk along the back 
of Brockman Hall. Nor should 
anyone with sense make a late night 
trip across the baseball field or 
around the Dana side of the outer ' 
boundary of Corcoran Field. The 
University has a duty to try to 
protect you, but don't try to get 
yourself killed. 
While the University can not be 
expected to have armed guards all 
around the neighborhood, it should 
have the route followed by students 
· from the dorms to the Sports Com-
plex well lit. Crossing Ledgewood 
and going down the Mall at night, 
one finds the lighting somewhat 
lacking, but adequate. But once you 
enter the University Drive, you 
could literally be exposing yourself 
to a variety of dangers. The whole 
area along University Drive and 
down O'Brien Terrace is still very 
dark, although added lights were 
promised last Oct. 9 by Rod Shearer. 
Plus, and very importantly, thereare 
bushes all along t~e terrace, just 
perfect for someone fo hide behind · 
in w~iting for a lone student. · 
There are lights at the top and the 
bottoms of the steps, but moiit of 
them are out, and the ones that are 
still working are of such low wattage 
that they serve only to make it easier 
for any would be rapist behind the . 
bushes to spot a young lady as she 
walks by. 
If anyone would care to dispute 
any of this, I invite them to call and · 
tell me what night they will try to 
cross the Drive and go down the . 
HASSAN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 Mont1omery Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 
. 531 5500 
10%.0FF 
on all 1ervlce and parts to 
x.u. students. and faculty 
with Identification· cards. 
Orders received by Dec. 15, 1976 will.be delivered before Christmas. 
M•ll check or inoner order to: TELTRONICS, 2400 E. Devon, 0.1 PlelnH, Ill. 10011 
Pleaee send the following wetch(es). (Specif·.: your choice of 10 
stylH: A thru J, followed by "S" for silver rhodium @118.95 or 
"G" for gold @117.95.).1 understand thet I will receive, free, • 
Teltronics celculetor with every two wetches I order. 
QUANTITY' STY'LE FINISH PRICE 
Add 11.00 shipping end hendllng cost for eech wetch. Illinois 
residents add 5'JI> 1elH te11. I enclose my check or money order 
tor the tot•I I . 
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This weekend,,the· Xavier Players 
present their ··annual°' Theatre 
Workshop production of three one-
act ·plays. Two- standard works, 
William Saroyan's "Hello Out 
There", and "Constantinople Smith" 
· by Charles L. Mee, are combined 
· with an original experimental piece 
. to create a dramatic show with a 
single underlying theme - the first 
time the Workshop has attempted to 
incorporate a single theme 
throughout the. plays. 
Kathy Kvapil heads the 
Workshop this year; she and Matt 
Diehl direct the plays, which are 
filled by a six-member cast remain-
ing the same throughout all the 
pieces. As the actors switch roles 
from play to play, their particular 
based on the idea of the ensemble, or 
united efforts and talents of the cast. 
An ensemble exploits the intimate· 
working conditions of the small 
.group. As the players begin to realize 
each others' personalities, talents, in-
hibitions, reactions, and timing, they 
learn to ·play off each other to 
achieve spontaneous and effective 
drama. 
The original piece to which the 
ensemble has applied itself combines 
storytelling,· improvisation, mime, 
poetry, sound specials and acting ex-. 
ercises. The piece is really a number 
of pieces, as these different "genres" 
weave through the. show, in-
troducing the plays, commenting on 
them. illuminating the theme. 
strengths are illuminated. · There are three performances: 
· Diehl's special interests are Thursday, Friday; and Saturday, 
_storytelling and pantomi11.1e; Kvapil December 9, 10, and 11, at 8 p.m. in 
produces improvisations and con- the University Center Theatre. Ad-
temporary drama. The directors fuse mission ·is free. 
their specialties during the ex- " 
perimental piece in the show. This is - Phil Maechling 
FA offers new courses; 




woods •. ,.. 
Orienteering ... it's an old sport recently added to 
the Olympics. It's like running-cross-country.with 
compass and map as your guide. 
Contestants race against the clock, navigating 
through unfamiliar terr.Un. At each hidden contrµl 
paint, they punch.a special mark on their score cards 
to prove they've been there. 
Orienteering is rapidly e~panding in the United 
States. Beeause Army ROTC is introducing it on 
many college campuses. It's one way our students 
practice the "land navigation" theory they learn . 
in class. 
Many Army ROTC courses and extracurricular 
activities offer you the same kind of challenge as 
orienteering. To prepare you, mentally and physi-
cally, for your leadership position as an Army officer 
when you graduate. 
If you're looking for a challenge, in college and 
afterwards, you'll find some of it out running in 
the woods. , · · 
ARMYRQTC . 
.. LEARN,.:c<WHAT ..... ',. '. . . '/ ~- ~.: ., ..• ··-····:~; .... ,..:. .... ~~;.~ "';;_l, 
IT TAKES 'TO LEAD.:.:-.· .. 
Fo.r more information, contact: Captain Schlesa 
· · Xavier Unlveralty 
TELEPHONE Department .of 
.. · 7 45-3646 Miiitary Science. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207 
· Thurad1v. December II. 11171 
In-class hours will be cut and new 
courses will be offered by Xavier's 
Fine Arts department for the spring 
semester. All Fine Arts classes have 
·been approved for Humanities credit 
and classes Language of.Music and 
Romanticism have been: approved 
by .the Education departnient for 
. state 'accredidaticin iil' ail.-~ •. ' . 
The studio design Class will re-
quire only one weekly three-hour 
studio session to alleviate scheduling 
conflicts .. ·Bro. Jerome. Pryor, S . .1., 
chairman of the department, claims 
de.1Jg11 does not imply drawing. 
"Cezanne couldn't draw. Design 
students will learn to manipulate 
shape. color and line so that they 
make sense artistically." 
Romantici.1·111, an interdisciplinary 
course, will be offered for the first 
time. . Film will be emphasized 
because, as Pryor said, "the Roman..: 
tics wduld have loved it; film in-
tegrates all the arts .. " Student will 
often read a romantic novel, hear an 
opera.on the same plot, see the film 
version and visit the Art Museum to 
sec corresponding paintings and ar-
tifacts. · Pryor hopes to give 
historical perspective through com-
parison with other periods. 
The Language <~f lllusic will be a 
continuation of the first part offered 
th is semester, although ·Pryor 
pointed out students need not have 
had the first part to pick up the se-
cond. Without taking a historical 
approach, the -class will explore the 
development of the tools of music. 
Attention will be paid to pieces 
scheduled for Cincinnati's May 
Festival. 
- Lisa Maec~ling 
. . . ' . 
. One good turn . 
deserves another. 
From one beer lover to another. 
, ... 3 
. . ' 
Wrestling at Xavier, 
what's it· all about? 
By l'ERI KRAEMER 
. 9poftl r.lltor . 
"Big Time wrestling realiy hurt 
college wrestling," lamented .Coach 
"Once a young man steps onto a Bergman, "for example, the toe-
mat and looks across the arena at his holding antics, etc." 
opponent for the first time, he un- But, before the physical factors of 
derstands the meaning of courage." strength arid speed can ~· applied, 
- Inside Wrestling by Tom Valen- according to Tom Valentine's book, 
tine Inside Wrestling, a. competitive 
wrestler must have four other 
I too, am experieneing the mean- attributes-"desire, dedication, 
ing of courage. After all, I'm explor- courage and intelligence ... Today all 
ing a sport I know absolutely wrestling coaches stress skills, speed, 
nothing about: wrestling. . and conditioning more than pure 
Since I attended an all girls high strength." 
school, l'votrever had the opportuni- . There are four modes of wrestling: 
ty to cover wratling matches, until - .the National Collegiate Athletic 
~ow. -Therefore, as I undertake this Association (NCAA), high school, 
task,· I hope to educate myself, as International Freestyle, ·and Greco-
well as you, the reader, to the fun- Roman wrestling. 
damentals of this international . In the International style, the rules 
sp~r'•·•1r•••toXaV1C_· r's wrestling .were interpreted from the ·French 
......_ language, and the regulations for 
coach, Jim Berginan; lat week, I dis· conduct. of all International, Con-
covered that wrestling wu dropped . tinental and Olympic cham-. 
in 1973 along with football, but pick- · pionships are provided by the Jnter-
ed up again the foUowina year. In national Wrestling Federation, or 
other words. this relatively new the FILA, (aft~r its French initials). 
program is starting its fourth season, The International style is govern-
but is only in its third comecutive. ed by the bad point system, and a 
year at Xavier. · · - · · 
1bia year's schedule contains five wrestler cannot trip or swing flis legs 
to offset his opponents balance, and 
home matches, beginning January lea holds on the head is prohibited. 
29, and ten matches on the road. Greco-Roman wrestling 
In the Ohio Open at Wright State eliminates all uses of the legs, except 
over Tbankqiving, a total of 428 auupport and balance. Legs cannot 
wiest1en, collqe participants and be used to lift or push an opponent, 
over, met, and Xavier won five tour- and this style requires outstanding 
naments with only eight active · timing and technique. 
playen from their ten-man roster. · However, in the NCAA, tripping 
Bergman describes this event as and leg usage is allowed and the 
"Tougher than the regionals, and matches are won by the point 
X.U. won 7.ero last year.!' system. ~ 
Xavier also defeated Sinclair,.28· The Collegiate weight 
21, last week, but forfeited 18 points classifications for Xavier are: 118-
and loss 24-16 to Dayton. - oJ>en; 12~Pat Mogavero; 134-open, 
Wrestling itselfisa discipline, and 142-Dexter Carpenter; . I SO-Jeff 
on the amateur level, athletic com- McGrath; 158-Ken Bowman; 167-
petition and the science of this com- Paul Brizzolara; 177-James 
petition is stressed. Whereas, on the Schulien; 190-Jim Janning and 
professionallevel,showmanshipand Heavyweight or Unlimited-Allen 
crowcl pleasing ~ntiC! are stresse~. Owens. 
What'• Happening ~ 1pom_ 
BASKETBALL 
· Dec.10-11 (Fri.Sat.) Brigham Young Cougar Classic ·AWAY 
~c. 15 (Wed.) 
WRESTLING 
Dec. 11 (Sat.) 
(Seattle, 1'liagara & Brigham Young) 
Evansville University HOME(8:00) 




1t'ttakes a lot to .become a leader in the Marines. You need hard train-
ing. Rigid discipline. Emphasized responsibility. A determination to 
win. Confidence in those you lead. And a sense of integrity inspired by 
the uniform ~nd iilsigni~of a Marine Officer. 
If you wa.nt to ma~e it if you think you h.ave wha.t it takes to be one .. 
of our leading candidate -call us. 800-423-2600, toll free. 
And put your leadership to our te~t. . 
Captain R£ Blankenship will be on Campus on December 10th. 
Con tact him at the University Center or· Call 684-2845. 
Page4 
Steff Photo llJ RICK BIAGLI 
Keith Walker (40) up for ~wo in Xavier's 78-57 victory over the Centre ColofJels. 
X ·wins again't Center, Union; 
season record now at 2~0 
By RON HARPER 
NewtlportaWrtt.r 
Within six days the Muskies 
chalked-up three victories, for a 
perfect record, and. showed improve-
ment on the court with every game. 
The basketball season began with 
an exhibition game victory over St. 
Kilda of Australia, 75-62. 
The highlight of the evening was the opening minutes fsnited the 
· Terry Sain's spectacular through· _ Muskie roundballers to take control 
the-legs· pass .to Dave· Payton. of the game. 
. Three days later, on Saturday. the Similarly, the second half started 
Musketeers displayed ·excellent with a slam dunk, only this time Nick 
defense effort as they trounced the Daniels ~ion the giving end. 
Union Bulldogs 113-70; "in their se- Marty Wolf highlighted.: the even-
coild official game of the season. . ing with a . ten-foot jump sl'!ot with 
Despite the win, Xavier _made a 
poor display of numerous turnovers, 
. and lacked aggressive defense. 
Coach Baker's decision to employ four minutes and forty eight seconds.· 
a man-to-man defense worked like a .· remain~ng on the clock; · "' ' 
charm, and again he uied the entire The official record now standi at . 
"We didn't execute, that's ·all," 
commented giJard Gary Whitfield, 
"the team played sluggish and didn't 
have it together." 
bench. ;;: ,J 2-0astheMuisketeersprep~fortlie": 
The game provid~ excitement to· Brigham Y ouq·Cougar .Classic this . 
the fans as ~teve Spivery's dunk in weekend in Provo, Utah .. 
Nick Daniels made two . slam 4· "· .. s· .. . -' h .. 
~enk~:=:~st~i,· ;a~ela~~~:a:i:! . . -west : na.tchers s natc 
jumps, the pros miss lay-ups, and the · · · 
~~~sk~iss.dunks.whycan'tlmissa flag F ..•. b. all cha. mplonship·· 
Two days later; due to an effective 
'full court_ pressure defense, Xavier 
easily glided to a 78-57 viCtory over By MARGO NOBIS 
the Centre.Colonels. The team show- ..... ...., Writer 
ed a good amount of effort contr~cy Last Friday night; Dec. 3, · in a 
to the Monday night's performance. game that consisted only of the foul'. 
·During the course of t_he even,ing; . we·st wing .of Kuhlman, · the 
Coach Tay Baker used . his enljre Snatchers became the girls' Flag 
bench to "pop the Colonels." , , .• Football Champions. 
In an earlier News article this year, Under the direction of Coach M.el 
Keith. Walker .said, "I'll show 'em Counts, the Snatchers defeated 
what I can do!" And against Centre freshmen from their own wing, Joe 
his statistics include: eight points, Conway's Critters,·by a score of 20-
five assists and two steals. 6. · · · '. · · 
Later Walker added, "I'm satisfied Early in the first half, the 
with my performance tonight, Snatchers scored. with a perfectly ex-
however, my game isn't where I want. ecuted pass from' Sheila Connelly for 
it ti;> b~." the touchdown. The try attempt, 
" . 
failed for the extra points, but short-
ly · after Molly Male followed , 
quarterback Connoly up the middle 
for two points, inaking the score at 
half-time 14-0. , 
The second half began badly for 
the Critters as the opposing team .. 
held the ball deep in their territory, 
due to a poor kick-off. 
· After several violent tries by the 
defense to prevent another 
.• touchdown; Connelly ran through 
for the final Snatcher points. 
. . . The Critters' only score came later 
in · the second half from a run by 
quarterback Judy ~!~e. 
T,0°0 MUCH READING GETTING YO.U_ D'O,W.N?. 
DO YOU WANT BETTER GRADES? .. ... . .. -
_.·· 'r .. ·;: 
·EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS 
OFFER SPECIAL STUDENT RAT·ES NOW 
• INCREASED READING SPEED 3 TO 10 TIME'S 
• • INCRJ:ASED COMPREHENSION 
• INCREASED CONCENTRATION 
• BETTER RETENTION 
• B,l;TTER STUDY HABITS 






Loans· easier to obtain 
due to new pro Visions ... 
New Guaranteed Student Loan 
provisions have gone into effect 
which should make it easier for 
many Xavier University students to 
obtain a. loan. It will no longer be 
necessary for a student to file a PCS 
(or other income statement) in order 
to obtain a guaranteed student loan 
when (I) his family's adjusted in-
come is over $15,000 and/or (2) he 
wants to borrow $2000 to $2500 for 
the academic year. · 
The new regulations state that a 
student is autoi:natically eligihle to 
receive the loan and have the federal 
government pay the interest while he 
is in college, if the adjusted family in-
come is less· than $25,000. The ad-
justed family income takes into con·-
sideration a percentage of the gross 
income for taxes and the number of 
. exemptions claimed on the federal 
tax form. Therefore, many students 
from families with incomes of $30;-
000 - $35,000, or even higher, will be 
eligible for the loan. 
Undergraduate students may 
borrow up to. $2500 per academic 
year to a ·maximum of $75~. By 
April I, .1977, it should be possible 
for students to borrow $.5000 per 
year up to a maxim uni oUi 5;000. In 
some cases, however, the lending in-
stitution may establish limits lo,wer 
than those permitted by la\Y. 
Any students who does not 
already have a guaranteed student 
loan for the 1976~77 year may apply 
now for a loan to assist them with se-
cond .semester expenses. If you 
already have a loan for the year, you 
cannot. take advantage of the new 
regulations until the 1977-78. 
academic year. . . 
These loans are obtained through 
your hometown, participating len-
ding institutions (i.e. banks, credit 
unions, savings and loans). The 
Financial Aid Office has a directory 
of all participating ienders in Ohio, 
and the Director of Financial Aid 
will discuss the loan program with 
anyone interested. A survey of all 
local lenders will be conducted and 
the information compiled for 
students in the next few inonths. 
Therefore, if students considering 
the loan for 1977-78 (as opposed to 
next semester), may want to consider 
waiting until the additional informa-
tion is ready before contacting the 
aid office. Lenders will generally 
begin processing the forms for 
September 1977 in May or June. 
- - - while aid funds 
.at Xavier· up 16.4% 
By RA\' LEBOWSKI 
New1 Slalf Wrller 
Available financial aid funds at 
Xavier are up 16.4 per cent from 
1974-75. This year's funds total $2.15 · 
million, as opposed to $1.85 million 
last year. 
Charles Pollock, Financial Aid 
. Director, has released a breakdown 
on the various types of aid, ranging 
from an increase of over 300 per cent 
in one area to a decline of80 per cent 
in another. 
Pollock classifies the available 
types of assistance in three basic 
groups: funds. administered by his of-
fice, funds distributed by the 
Scholarship Committee, and ."other · 
financial aid." 
The greatest increase in the areas 
·covered in Pollocks's release was in 
those funds administered by the 
Financial Aid Office, now at $1, I !JO;- . 
316 against $9 I0,451 last year, a gain 
of 27.4 per cent. The major source 
for the increase was in Basic Oppor-
tunity Grants (up 334 per cent), 
College Work-Study funds (up 78.9 
per cent), and Law Enforcement 
Grants (up 39 per cent). The only 
decrease in this area was in the 
relatively minor Short Term 
·Emergency Loans (down 80 per 
cent). 
Scholarship Committee funds are 
up 10.5 per cent from 1974-75. 
Xavier undergraduate scholarships 
. tcit,tstn;531,up 14.7 per cent, but 
· noii-Xavier outside scholarships, 
at $15,427, are down 24. 7 per cent. 
The major portion of other finan-
cial aid ·is· in student employment 
(not work-'study), which is up 8 per 
cent. Funds for graduate assistants 
declined substantially to $34,441, a 
loss of 21.9 per cent. Other Xavier 
scholarships (honors course, 
graduate division, evening divi-
sion) were realtively unchanged. 
Journalism - PR major-internship 
announced by ·Communication ·Arts 
~: }.IY GI~~)' GE~c;~1s ·.. : _ , ~:,, ~ .stµdent .w~o appli~s foi::'.'t~is to the University. The student is 
.,, •' "•'NIW'atllfr Wrlliff "• • • " ,.,, ·' '"ptograln · w1)I be ... screened' ·on awarded· a letter: grade based· Upon 
The Communication Arts depart- · academic standing, aptitude, and the above requirements. 
ment has announced an :internship writing ability. After being ap~ Father Flynn, chairman of the 
program for.· Journalism-Public proved, he must begin looking for a ·communication Arts department, 
Re le ~ions majors. It consists of IO job from partiCipating firms. If sta~ed that there ·are several in-
hours a week during a regular IS necessary, the internship director ternships already in progress. These 
week semester, or 30 hours a week will provide assistance. include the Ohio Hospital 
for a 5 week summer session. The ob- As part of the student's internship, Association's Public Relations In-
jectives of the program are: he is required to submit weekly ternship Program, in which the un-· 
I. "To give the student experience reports, carbons of his work, book iversity"participated last year, and 
which the college campus cannot reports, and a final summary. He is the WCPO television broadcasting 
provide, experience which will bring . also expected to meet. with the In- internship for Radio-TV majors. All 
to life the on-campus instruction; ternship director on a regular basis.. Journalism Public Relations majors 









Thousands of Topics 
sSnd for your up-to-date, 160· 
page, mail. order catalog. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and 
handling. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
113221DAHOAVE.,I 206 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
(21;j) 477-8474 
Our research papers are sold for 
research purposes only. 
THE VERONA FATHERS 
A Religious Society 
For the Foreign Missions 
2104 St. Michael St. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 921-1176 
We all know how to make love, but have you ever loved as a 
Christian? Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold 
enough to devote your life to loving God's poorest and most rejected, as 
a missio11ary? A Verona Father? 
For further information write: 
Fr. Ken 
2104 St. Michael St. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45204 
1-513-921-1176 
· · )ustlnl 
Roomier levlS. 
At last. The latest 
style Levi's'~ 
But with a roomier 
seat and thighs. 
They're called 
Levi's for Men. 
And· we've got a 
tonof 'em. 
Sizes 34 to 42. 
FLORENCE MALL 
employment; · ·supervisor commenting on the in- program can apply to Fr. Flynn in 
3. To· provide a positive, practicalt ,,e;r~n~, a:n;d~a~r~a~t·~· n~g~s;he;e~t;ar~e~s;u;b;m~it~te;d;...;th;e~C;;A~o;f~fi;ce~in~A;tt;e~r ~H~a;ll~. •lllllliliiil.liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii relationship between classroom ex- 1 
periences and the real world in whic.h 
the major wishes to live." 
The internships to be taken for 
two or three credits, and after a stu-
dent has completed CA 242 News 
Writing, CA 251 Public Relations in 
Modern Society, ·and CA 253 
.Techniques of Publicity. It is 
recommended that the internships 
be taken after a student becomes a 
junior, and prior to his second 





There will be a food and clothing 
drive at Xavier during the week of 
December 13. Sronsored by Student 
Development, the drive will benefit. 
families who are suffering many 
hardships~ . · 
There are five collection sites: the 
University Center lobby, in front of 
the Grill, the main lobby of Altar, 
Hinkle and Logan Halls. Gollection 
(Spark of Life) bags may also be ob-
tained at these sities. 
The bags of clothing and food will 
be distributed through St. Vincent 
de· Paul society and St. Mark's con-
vent, both active in supporting poor 
families and in helping them to 
become self-sufficient. 
Thurldar. Dec:9tnller t. 1171 
~ 2 ... ?§W 
fo:lt.~ dtJ 
·~ qj~ .. .. {flJ~: 
they.are bought with YOU in.mind ••• Henchede's have on their staff four 
Certified Gemologists, memben of American Gem Society ••• hundreds of 
diamonds are examined and only those with maximum sparkle and beauty are 
seleeted;·you will have complete confidence at Herschede's ••• four trained . 
Certified Gemologists ••. the latest modern equipment •.• hundreds of gorgeous 
styles ••• 98 reputable yean as diamond specialists •.. prices to fit the smallest 
budget ••• niake her happy-COME TO HERSCIJEDE'S! 
Exquisite Engagement Rings From $75.00 
Use Herschede's Student Budget Plan 
Ask for our free booklet on 
dianaonds~ 
You'll el\joy teaming about this 
fascinating gem. n t~ 
e•W.FOURTM 
. e TRI-COUNTY CliNTSR 
e'ro e e ICliNWOOD PLAZA t!JC • MYD& PAM SQUAii . 
, .... lo1111A11erlconl, ....,,...c ...... 
·or Mottet Olarte 
. la W.._.e at Henc!Nde'• 
.... ~ 
~alysis 
Blackwell explains community crime situation 
By RITA HOPKINSON 
News Stall Writer 
Since Xavier's campus is not an 
isolated one, it will be influenced by 
conditions in the immediately ·sur-
rounding areas. 
Kenneth ·Blackwell, Director of 
Specific Community Relations for 
Xavier's Center for Urban and U-· 
niversity Affairs is working with area 
community councils to exert in-
fluence. on elected officials so that 
they consider the needs of com-
munities in ·the immediate Xavier 
· area and Xavier itself. In general, 
these councils try to upgrade the 
quality of life in communities in the 
hope of leading to a reduction in ex-
isting crime rates. · 
Xavier is -influenced by the sur-
rounding communities: Evanston, 
Avondale, and North Avondale. 
Blackwell feels that Evanston has a 
crime.rate comparable to the average 
crime rate in Cincinnati. ·On the 
other hand, he told the News that 
North Avondale has a lower crime 
rate than the city as a whole, while 
the Avondale area is considered to 
have one of the highest crime rates in 
the City. 
. These statements are not sur-
prising considering that many of the 
people living· in the neighborhood 
surrounding Xavier are poor. The 
handbook The Evanston Existing 
Conditions Study and Community 
Plan, printed in December, 1973, 
gives some insight into the makeup 
of the Evanson and Avondale com-
munities. This document states 
(p.27) that as compared to the rest of 
Cincinnati, Evanston is a poor area 
with a high percentage of families. 
receiving welfare and below poverty 
level. The rate of unemployment is 
also high. 
However, this area fares better 
than many of its neighboring com-
munities. As indicated by Chapter V, 
Section B, there is a high rate of 
home ownership in this area, and the 
condition of the buildings is general-
ly good. ' 
Chapter X, Section C notes that in 
1970 the crime rate in Evanston was 
higher than the average for Cincin-
nati. An excerpt from the statistical 
·Table IX-7 (p.68) concerning crime 
rates is replicated below. The source 
for this table is the 1970 Police Divi-
sion Annual Report. Avondale is 
also included in these statistics. 
The· conclusion of this report states 
(p.69) that although the picture of 
crime in Evanston is not good, it is 
not as bad as in many other inner city 
communities. 
Specifically. there is a statement of 
the delinquency rate. in these com-
munities from the 1970 Annual 
Repol"f of the Hamilton County 
Court of Common Pleas, Juvenile 
Division (p.27.) Evanston and 
Avondale are stated as having 392 
and 696 cases of juvenile (under 18 
yrs. of age) delinquency respectively 
for 1970. 6.09% of all juveniles living 
in Evanston and 7.35% of all 
juveniles living in Avondale were in-
volved in juvenile activity. As com-
pared to the rate for the city in 
general, both statistics are high. The 
city reported 7,308 cases of juvenile 
delinquincy with a total population 
of 148,662. juveniles representing 
that 4.29% of the adolescents under 
18 were involved in criminal ac-
tivities. 
. T~e 'economic situ1;1tion of these 
areas for 1970 in a sense ·explains 
these high crime rates. The 
"Evanston Existing Conditions· 
Study and Community Plan" hand-
book contains (pp. ·20 & 21) statistics 
on the percentage of families below 
the poverty level and the percentage 
of unemployed people in these areas. 
The source for the statis.tics in both 
cases is the 1970 U.S. Census 
Fourth Count. Data ".oncernin~ 
Avondale, Evanston, and Cincin-
nati, are reprinted below. 
Families B~Iow the 
Poverty Level In 
Statistical Evanston, 
Several Surrounding 
.Communities, and the 
City as a Whole. 
% Below the Poverty Level 
Avondale 20.3 
Evanston 15.3. 
tract 38 20.5 
tract 39 21.6 
tract 40 6.0 
tract 41 9.4 
City 12.8 . 
Unemployment in 
statistical Evanston, 
Avondale, and the city as 
a whole · 
Total% 
El'anston - 6.6 
tract 38 6. 7 
tract 39 7.0 
tract 40 4.8 
tract 41 7.6 
A l'Ondale 4.8 
City 3.4 
As can be seen from both these 
tables, the ·percentage of families 
below the poverty level and the un-
employment rate in the areas of 
Evanston and Avondale for' 1970 
were higher than those for the city in 
general. 
The "North Avondale Communi-
ty Master Plan:: compiled by the 
Cincinnati City Planning. Commis-
sion and published in January, 1974, 
states (p. 113) that the crime, rate for 
North Avondale improved between 
1970 and 1972 and. in general. was 
below the city average. 
tn· 1971 North· Avondale· ac-
~ounted for 3.08% of the murders, 
3.57% of the manslaughters, 1.57% 
of the rapes, · 2. 74% of the 
robberies, 2.69% of the aggravated 
assaults. ~.98% of the reports of 
breaking and entering, 1.56% of the 
larceny thefts, and 2.31 % of the auto 
thefts committed in Cincinnati for 
that year. · 
Although the only statistics on all 
three surrounding communities per-
tained to the years 1970-71, the 
overall level of unemployment has 
not drastically improved since then, 
so conditions are probably much the 
same. 
From these statements, therefore, 
it would appear that two of the three 
areas surrounding Xavier have 
relatively high crime rates, while 
North Avondale is reasonably safe. 
For the city in general and for the 
three communities in particular the 
Evanston handbook points out that 
larceny and burglary are the crimes 
most often committed. Arranging 
the other crimes in their order of oc-
currance from most frequent to least 
frequent, the order is theft, robbery, 
rape. and murder. 
When Blackwell was asked if 
Xavier, being surrounded by these 
areas, has a crime problem he stated 
that it does in the sense that only one 
crime is needed to create a crime · 
problem. He feels, however, that 
Xavier is. a safe campus in com-
parison to most urban universities. 
When asked about the apparent 
rise in crime rate for this year on the· 
campus, he felt that the instances of 
crime on campus are few but seem to· 
·be a lot by comparison with past . 
years of even less crime at Xavier. 
Blackwell stated that the only way .to 
obliterate crime on campus would be 
, 
to put up a fence, but tha(Xavier in 
fact is not an isolated area and is part 
of the community. He also noted 
that no one has praised the security. 
force or the Cincinnati police depart-
ment for their work, and ·he pointed 
to the fact that the young man who 
was assaulting the women on· 
Xavier's campus was eventually 
caught. 
The contrast between the people 
living near Xavier, many of whom 
-are a low socio-economic class, 
and ttie ·students attending the 
school, who are in general of the 
middle and upper classes, may seem 
a cause of resentment between the 
two factions. Blackwell, however, 
stated that in general the residents do 
not feel resentment. While some feel 
that Xavier should become less in-
volved and more isolated frorri their 
community. others feel that Xavier 
should be more concerned with the 
community of which it is a part of by 
using its power · to improve c.on-
ditions in the community. 
Concerning practical measures to 
curb crime in this area, Blackwell 
sees both the communities and the 
students playing major roles. 
Since density and poverty are always 
conditions conducive to crime, the 
Avondale area is trying to upgrade 
the general level. of living and to 
decrease the number of people living 
within its boundaries. 
He also sees' North Avondale 
striving to upgrade the 
neighborhood by creating a more 
thriving business district which will 
tend to stabilize the community and 
make it more attracti,ve at all levels. 
The studen~s also have a large role 
in trying to solve these problems, ac-
cording to Blackwell. He expressed 
the sentiment that Xavier students 
must face up to the fact that crime 
exists in the world. With an 
awareness of crime the students 
should take safety precautions, such 
as locking their dormitory doors and 
traveling in pairs at night, to lessen 
the. opportunities· available to 
criminals. 
larceny auto """ 
murder rape_ robbery assault burglary · over 550 theft total 
Avondale .JS .62 3.44 3.70 19.30 29.6S 9.47 .66.S2 
Evanston .40 .4Q 3.42. 2.42 14.30 17.72 7.8S 46.SI 
tract jg .67 .90 2.47 2.92 13.24 20.6S 8.08 48.92 
tract 39 .27 7.44 4.2S 24.18 24.18 10.63 70:94 
tract 40 .JS 1.06 1.06 7.08 . 9.20 6.37 2S.12 
tract 41 .S2 .26 2.34 1.04 11.16 14.27 S.97 JS.SS 
City .13 .38 2.73 L7S 14 .. 13 13.S2 S.81 38.44 
Index major crime rates (in offenses per IOOO population) in Stati!itfcal 
Evanston, several surrounding communities an~ the city as a whole, 
1970. . .;i 
City PD records only approxim,ate XU crime picture 
.' . . ' . - ' 
By PEG CONNELLY 
New Staff Witter 
Exact crime statistics for the 
Xavier campus were not avaifable to 
Ne11·s investigators. If comprehen-
si\'e records of all criines committed 
on University property exist, they 
are kept by Xavier Security. But un-
iversity· President Robert W. Mul-
ligan, S.J., has forbidden Security to 
release campus crime information to 
the press. . 
Investigators then turned to the 
Cincinnati Police Division ·for 
assistance. The city police do not 
keep special records for Xavier .. But 
as the map at right indicates, their 
statistics do give a reasonably, if not 
perfectly, localized report. . , 
The police district in which Xavier 
lies, District Four, is divided into 
census tracts which are, in turn, 
divided into still smaller areas 
known as reporting numbers. The 
figures below are for 1975; 1976 
figures will not be available until late 
next spring. However, there is no 
reason to believe they will be 
significantly different. 
Reporting number 377 is bordered 
by Dana Avenue, Victory Parkway, 
Norwood and ·Millcrest Park. Sgt. 
Roy Lindeman of the District Four 
Crime Prevention/ Special Services 
Department, ·told ·the News that 
forty-two - Part I offenses (serious 
Page 6. 
crimes) were reported to Cincinnati 
Police in 377 in 1975, as follows: 
0 Murders · ·· 
O Rapes 
I Robbery 




6 Auto Theft 
· 0 Manslaughter 
There wete also two non-
aggravated assaults (such an assault, 
in whfoh no physical injury results, is 
not a Part I offense, but is included 
here because of its relevance to the 
student body) .. 
The statistics for reporting area 
378, which is bordered by Redway, 
Victory, Dana and Reading ~re only 




0 Aggravated Assault 
32 Burglary 
18 Larceny 
6 Auto Theft 
0 Manslaughter 
This is a total of 61 Part I offenses 
and three non-aggravated assaults. 
Sergeant Huston Coates, also of 
District Four, 'call·s the Xavier cam-
pus "an island in a high crime area." 
Possihlc explanations for· the low 
figures, said Coat.e.s, would be the 
large, open, park-like areas, and tlie 
small number of residences and 
businesses. Also, he says, all crimes 
may not have been reported to tlie · 
Cincinnati Police. 
Obviousiy, Xavier students do not 
stay·just in these reporting areas. 
The · mugging of three Xavier 
students reported to the· News by 
Greg.Goolsby took place on a sec-
t.ion of Victory t>arkway well outside 
the 377 or 378 areas. Crime statistics 
for Victory Parkway alone are not 
available and would not be reliable, 
because reportin~ areas bordering 
on Victory would extend .east and 
west, well into Walnut' Hills and 
Avondale. 
The. compilation of local Xavier 
statistics is made more difficult by 
Xavier's proximity to a city line. 
Many popular destinations' (such as 
the Norwood Plaza) and the major 
pedestrian access route to Dana Gar-
dens are located. in the City of 
Norwood, which maintains an en-
. tirely di'fferent system for recording.· 
crim.es. 
. Lt. Crowe of the Norwood City 
Police gave 1975 figures ro·r the en~ 
tire city of ·Norwood (population 
30.000: approximate area 3Yi sq. 
miles). but these figures can serve as 




13 Aggravated Assaults 
409 Burglary 
1.130 Larceny 
119 Auto Theft 
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Joan Geanuracos Dave Scalleta 
Straw Poll on. security 
By USA MAECHUNG 
Aieocl•le Edllpr 
To calculate student opinion on campus 
security, Xavier Nett's staff reporter Rich 
LRchleiter conducted a straw poll on Thursday, 
Decemher 2, and received a variety of 
responses. . . 
The following ques.tion.Y were asked: . . 
I. What do you think about campu.Y security? 
2. What are J'our impressions <~lthe surroun-
ding neighborhood? 
J. Is the universityfu(filling its responsibility 
to inform students of neighborhood safety 
· . conditions? 
SCOTT MORROW: '80 
I. I think they're doing their best. 
2. The neighborhood's unsafe, definitely. 
KATHY WALKER: '78 
I. No problem. 
2. I don't feel uncomfortable. Well, maybe a 
little when I come from a night class. 
3. I guess 'not, because nobody.said anything 
to me about it. · 
.IOHN Vl!LANICH: '80 
I. I think it's pretty good for a school this size. 
. It's better than a lot of other places I've 
heard about. 
2. I can feel free when I walk. I've never had 
any trouble. 
3. I think they do a pretty good job. They let 
the students know everything they should 
know. 
• IAN WISSEi,; .'77 
I. I think it's adequate. It could be better. 
They don't have enough money. 
sl:E STEVENOT; .'77 ... 
I. I think our record is pretty im'pressive for 
t!1e location of the campus and· fthink that 
for the most part security people do a goo·d 
job. . · 
2. I don't know if 1. want to say the 
neighborhood is bad, but I'd.say you have 
to be realistic about the chance you're tak-
ing just walking up to get a hamburger.· 
3. I think the university definitely has the 
responsibility of telling you how to· 
safeguard yourself, and I don't think they 
have. I think some kind of realistic evalua-
tion of neighborhood safety conditions 
should be made available to freshmen. 
.IOAN GEANURACOS: '80 
I. Personally, I think that they're a little bit 
lax. but in times of need they're around; 
you've just .got to find them. 
3 .. I haven't had any trouble. I haven't looked 
for anv. I've been informed, not from the 
administration, but i"rom other kids". 
DAVE SCAU.ETTA: '80 
I. I've noticed an improvement, so I'm 
satisfied. I think that they're doing their 
part. · 
2. I know how to handle myself in this 
neighborhood, so there's . nothing that 
worries me.· 
3. They don't want to tell people thatthere's a . 
problem. I guess they're just afraid it will 
turn away business. It's good business, not 
telling you there are problems, but I don't 
think they should make any attempt to 
cover it up. 
I.ARNY VISNIC: '79 
I. I think they do a good job. They might be 
understaffed but they definitely do a good 
job. I think it's a rarity when you get a guy 
like we just had around here. What really 
bugs me about that whole situation is that 
he walked arou·nd pretty freely (referring to 
the recent harrassment problem by a non-
student.) You need a situation like that to 
become aware·of how security is. Things 
arc going to be tighter from now on. 
3. Yes. I think so. The· Administration's done 
something with the doors in the dorms. I 
.. think they've done a good job. I have no 
worries. 
MARY BETH KROEGER; '79 
2. It's not that bad, but it's not that good. I 
wouldn't go out by myself at night. 
I.ISA DAME: '80 
3. Y c~. when I came for the interview I was in-
formed about the neighborhood . 
TIM MC GONAGLE: '80 
I. Sometimes I think it's liot as extensive as it 
should be, but I can see the factor of a S!llall 
campus. 
2. There's a big illusion that the area around 
Xavier is relatively nice. Once you get out-· 
sid·e that immediate area, it's really _bad. 
· And I think a· greater awareness of that 
should be made. · 
3. We wouldn't have walked around here if 
we thought we were endangering ourselves. 
(McGonaglc ·was one of three XU students 
mugged on Victory Pkwy.) 
MAH\' I.OU tAAGE: '80 
I. It's not good. 
2. It's very bad. . 
I.ENN\' HERMAN: '80 
I. Until latcl); I don't think they've been doing 
a good job. They should tighten up security 
and get more people working on it. 
2. I've never had any trouble around here. 
About a mile away from here I know it's 
pretty bad. just by hearsay. 
· 3. No. you have to hear it from the students; 
that's what's wrong. 
Larry Visnic 
Mary Beth Kroeger 
Tim McG->nagle 
Lenny Herman 
Mary Lou Laag~ 
Pholos bV.RICK BEAGLE 
______________ .. , 
. ···- Shearer no longer assumes st~dent common sense 
lnteri·iell' taped Dec. I. 
Nein: Do you feel Xavier is a safe assume some basic common sense." referral to city police? 
campus? . NeH's: How can the university go a Shearer: "First of all, it's not 
Shear~r: "Xavier is a safe campus step further? (i.e., work-study automatic that cases of theft or van-
relative to most other urban univer- students to check l.D.'s at the en- dalism be turned over to Cincinnati 
sities. Our major problem is theft." trance of each dorm). ·police. If Cincinnati police are rc-
Nell's: Are crimes a student or non- Shearer: "The problem is that there quired in the investig~tion - once 
student problem? are so many doors. And we ·don't they're in the case their condition has 
Shearer: "We are an open campus. have that many work-study always been that we've got to 
We do have a flow through the cam- students. The doors can't be prosecute. If we don't need the Cin-
pus. Of the number of solved cas.:s of restricted because they're fire doors, cinnati police, then we handle it in-
t heft half have been students, half and they'd just be blocked open. ternally. The university was not 
are non-students - so it's half and Convenience seems to be much more more lenient in the past, we just have 
half.'' significant to a lot of people than had mori; incidents. recently where 
Nel\'s: Is there a serious problem safety. Cincinnati police were involved." 
with girls being molested? ·Nel\'s: Has the security situation on· News:.Your memorandum(Nov. 11) 
Shearer: "In the last five years there campus changed in the past three to resident students claims that "two 
has been very little problem on cam- years - procedures - attitude - women have actually been touched 
pus or in the immediate vicinity. As among personnel? . · on · the arm" by the suspect. 
it happens the incidents this year Shearer: "A couple of things have Statements we have state that the 
were all perpetrated by the same in- happened. Since last year we have a girls were moreseriously"accosted." 
dividual and it was the same in- full time person so that from 11 What do you say? 
dividual who did those things last p.m, to 4 a.m. we have· two people .... · Shearer: "Well, actually there were 
spring. So other than that individual Also one person has been instructed two girls involved; one in Husman, 
who is 16 years of age, as far as to stay in the vicinity of the Universi- one at the Link Complex. I talked to 
assaults or molesting· there's only ty Center and the other, by the the one girl and that's what she said. 
one incident I'm aware of." residence halls and to remain very The other girl was off campus, so 
News: The university has been visible. The main thing has been to that the police have that report and 
criticized for being inconsistent let people· know that security is we described to her what happened 
through its effort to not alarm around. So it's psychological as well . to the other girl and I asked her 
students. Xavier has riot been as secure. Also they've been asked "what happened to you?" and she 
meeting its responsibility to inform to respond immediately to a call said "aboutthe same thing.'' So I had 
students of the actual nature of from a residence hall; to show up no report to go on. 
security problems. How do you ad- there so that students who are judg- News: Will the university do more in 
dress this? ing how qui~kly security will arrive, the future? 
Shearer: "There is probably some will kriow they'll respond that fast.'' 
validity to that. First of all, the un- News: Why' these new directives? 
iversity has to assume some· basic Shearer: "I think because the com-
common sense on the part of our plaint in the past two years was that 
students, that they live in a society, security wasn't around or was 
rural or urban, that it is against com- watching television, or were riding 
mon sense in our society to leave around in the vehicle." · 
things unlocked, so given that view _News: Has the. university become 
of society . the university has . to"·. more strict in its procedures of 
Shearer: "We realize riow, that we 
really can't assume too much com-
mon sense about security. So at 
. regular intervals we will post and 
change signs. in the dorms, so that 
they don't become a part of anyone's 
visual set. The greatest deterrent to 
crime is alertm:ss.'' 
Dean tor Student Development 
Roderick .c. Shearer 
x.u. t:all't protecfstuefetits withQut cooperation:_ Tom 
- . . . . :~ ' , . . 
News: According to Tom Stadt-
miller (Business Manager), the doors 
left ajar/ blocked open are a serious 
security problem - what can your 
office do about this? 
D. Tom: "My staff is instructed to 
unblock doors if they see them and 
to report any students they find who 
are blocking the doors open. The • 
problem is not as big as it was a few · · 
years ago when we first ~gan lock-·· 
ing the doors. The biggest problem· 
is Tuckers .. The problem has tapered 
off since the signs were posted 
several weeks ago. We can't do 
much more, short of having a guard 
at every door. This will remain a 
problem · until the students see the 
need to keep the doors closed. I 
think the incidents ·with the girls 
(week of November 4) brought the· 
need to light." 
News: Can work-study students be 
posted to check the ID's of people 
entering the dorms? 
D. Tom: "We don't have enough 
work-study students. We'd have to 
severely cut back the entrances. The · 
students are not ready to accept that, 
plus it would force students to walk 
further to the main entrances. I'm 
not sure (checking ID's) it's a 
necessity. Also work-study will 
probably be.cut back next year.'' 
News: How can your office improve 
student awareness? 
D. Tom: "As I see it, there arc two 
approaches. we· can use shock or we 
can inform. I don't see the necessity 
for shock. It would be a disservice to 
the students for the university to take 
so many ·precautions .so that it's no 
longer necessary for the students to 
take cognizance of the situation. No 
matter how· much we do we do not 
assure complete safety. I favor the 
educational approach over the 
physical or a system. Many students 
are uneducated or comptacent. We 
can instruct our staff. If we had a 
larger number of break-ins, then we 
would have to change the system. 
News:, What more can be done? 
D. Toni: "I feel the community 
building in the residence halls is 
good. Students must be responsible 
for the physical enviionmcnt. One of 
the dynamics of this is security. This 
is a learning environment. The S.R.'s 
can work with the communities and 
constantly evaluate the security set-
. up. What works today may not work 
tomorrow. An example of this is that 
a few years ago we only locked the · 
doors at night-today all doors are 
locked day and night. Perhaps we 
will have flyers, a message in )he 
front of the handbook or a seminar, 
.these will then be reinforced through 
the S.R.'s. 
Duran_d notes security characteristic of coed dorms. 
News: Do you discuss campus and 
neighborhood security when you 
speak to high school students? 
Durand: "We don't normally bring 
up safety and security. If students 
bring it up we are frank. We do dis~ 
cuss the neighborhood." 
News: How do you face this 
question? · 
Durand: "I personally describe the 
neighborhood as residential, mostly 
single family homes on the northeast 
·edge of Cincinnati. On one side there 
is a park region, on the other are in-
dustries; .an intergrated upper-
middle class neighborhood; working 
class black neighborhood on the 
other side. 
"I feet the campus itself is very 
safe. We do have problems. We urge 
students to use judgment and discre-
tion in moving away from ·campus. 
"Security is a commonly asked 
P•I 
question. It's commonly asked by 
parents, particularly parents of 
daughters. When it is asked we arc 
candid. Wherever there are a lot of 
people living in a small area, par-
ticularly women - in other words 
any college campus - will have 
· problems. Our own security is quick 
to act and the Cincinnati Police 
Department is quick. I feel this was 
reinforced by quick response to re-
cent events." 
Durand commented that co-ed 
dorms seem more secure than cx-
c I us ively female dorms. "Coed 
dorms are goo_d. There are fewer 
_ security ·problems in coed dorms -
of sex related incidents ... having men 
in the same dorm can deter someone. 
A guy might think differently about 
entering a coed dorm where he may 
have to contend with a guy respon-
ding to a scream." 
News: How can the out-of-town stu-
dent he made aware? 
Durand: "Perhaps during orienta-
tion. In my opinion, anything to 
make the students more aware is 
good. Perhaps a general security 
pre11entation. For students to be 
'security conscious' is a good thing. 
It is the responsibility of the Director 
of Admissions to get students here,. 
but once they're here to set up a 
retention program. It is my respon-
sibility to see that the initial positive 
impression remains. 
"I feelthe campus is safe. If there is 
a false impression it must be cor-
rected. but when'! What is the best 
way and the right time? In the view 
!look; in a special letter; orientation? 
Personally, I feel it should not be at 
the first contact with the students. 
·What strategy to use, I just don't 
know.'' 
·Admissions Director Rene Durand 
Administrator interviews conducted 
by Shannon Flynn · 
Stadtmiller stresses 'Student 





The News discussed security with 
Mr. Tom Stadtmiller (Business 
Manager), who stressed that there is 
a "need for all people to b·e more 
security conscious, there is too much -
indifference particularly about who 
should be in certain areas. In a city of 
pur size, there . will be a problem. 
Xavi~r Security can't be any better 
·than the. cooperation we get." 
At Xav_ier "Events" are .limited. 
"The recent series of assaults were by 
the same individual who was at 
Xavier lastyear; He was on weekend 
leave (reference: incidents in 
Husman Hall and Link Apartment 
. Complex the week of Nov. 4.) The 
university had Cincinnati City po-
lice plainclothesmen on campus." 
(The youth was _apprehended Sun-
day, Nov. 21, by a Xavier student; 
after the suspect was spotted in the 
library.) - _ 
. The major problems at Xavier; ac-
cording to Stadtmiller, are: van-
dalism caused by students (e.g., ceil-
ing tiles, broken doors), petty theft 
"(by students' as well as off campus in,;. 
dividuals), (e.g~. broken windows, 
hub caps, vending machines) ... There 
are occasions of student theft in the 
dorms. The cause ·.of this ·is the 
. students' attitude toward locking 
doors or leaving valuables out in the 
open." · _ 
"A sizeable problem at Xavier is 
the students• blocking the doors of 
· the residence halls open. The doors 
Business Manager Thomas Stadtmlller 
are left ajar, making the dorms 
susceptible" (to intruders.) 
Stadtmiller emphasized numerous 
changes in university attitude 
toward security dating from last 
January. He explained that since 
that time the university has become 
stricter in prosecuting any violation. 
Stadtmiller termed this a "get tough 
policy." He explained that this is by 
no means a blanket policy. The un-
iversity takes extenuating cir-
cumstances into consideration. 
-. "There are, however, deliberate 
violations." In cases of violations by 
students or outsiders "the tendency . 
lately has been to prosecute. The 
lack of prosecutio~ in the past con-
veyed the idea that ttie university 
would not do anything; conveyed the 
impression of leniency. Students are 
referred 'to the University Dis-
ciplinary Board after court action 
has been concluded." 
Since last year Security has used 
an ·overlapping shift so that the u-
niversity has two-man coverage 
during key hours II p.m. - 4 a.m. 
One of these individuals has a par-
ticular responsibility to check 
residence hall doors. 
However, it is not economically 
possible to expand the security 
department at this time. "Our pre-
sent patrolmen and chief are con-




How do other schools compare with Xavier in 
approaching the safety issue? The News con-
. !acted the University of Detroit and St. Louis Un-
iversity, both Jesuit ~chools, as well as another 
local private college, Edgecliff. 
All three recruiting departments de-emphasize 
the issue in admissions literature. U D consciously 
perpetrates an "oasis" image. The 70 acre campus 
is fenced and guarded. The neighborhood is 
noticeably high-crime, and students are acutely 
aware of danger on the edges of the campus.where 
access to campus police is limited. Dorm 
Jlleetings are used to inform students that while 
the walled-in campus area has low violent crime 
rates, the surrounding areas are not safe . 
The St. Louis campus is not fenced. The inner 
city location presents security problems. The ad-
ministration at SLU works hard to make the un-
iversity part of the community, consciously 
avoiding any move to isolate students from the 
neighborhood. There is no official warning· to in-
coming freshmen, even in dorm meetings . 
It must be noted that the UD and SLU cam-
puses are in considerably more dangerous urban 
areas than Xavier. They also hav_e student bodies 
more than twice Xavier's size. 
Edgecliff College, whose situation is similar to 
Xavier's, warns their predominantly female stu-
dent. body of neighborhood conditions during 
orientatipn meetings on each floor. Group travel 
is explicitly recommended and reinforced by 
older students. The director of resident students . 
invites a police officer from the Crime Prevention 
department to speak at the first general dorm 
meeting, giving eautions as well as self-defense 
~uidelines. 
November securit·y eveots tes.ts 
administrative practices and poiicies 
Thursday. December 9. 1976 
By R.J. STEGMOYER 
and · 
TOM FLYNN 
-. Administrative policies and prac-
tices regarding campus security were 
tested severely _during a two-and-a;. 
half week security events this 
November. From Sunday, 
November 7, to Tuesday, November 
23, there was at Jarge on the campus 
a local youth who followed several 
women students and made four 
more or less successful assaults upon 
women on and around the campus. 
The alleged assailant \\'.BS captured' 
by a student on November 21, by 
which time students had formed a 
voluntary escort service to andfrom 
the pool and the library after dark -
and the following administrative and 
student responses had taken place: 
Sunday, November. 7th: Two 
Xavier women were attacked one in 
Husman Hall and one a few yards 
north of the campus proper, at the 
· Link Complex. These assaults were 
the most serious of the assailant's at~ 
tacks; in the Link attack, at least sex-
ual advances were made and the vic-
tim fought to escape. 
Tuesday, November 9th: A 
freshman dorm student, ·William 
_ ~cott Maxwell, spoke to some of the 
·victims and prepared a communique' 
which he planned to distribute 
within the dorms. In the com-
munique he made the assaults 
public, alluded to other security in-
cidents over the October 22-23-24 
long. weekend, and made the follow-
ing specific proposals: · 
I. That additional' security per-
sonnel be hired. 
2. That more rigorous inspection 
of ID cards be undertaken at all dor-, 
'mitory entrances. __ 
3. That Cincinnati police patrol· 
the X.U. vicinity more frequently. 
4. That additional lighting be 
erected. 
5. That . students .. be ;llert for 
suspicious persons. 
6. That nobody walk alone at 
night. 
When Maxwell attempted to have. 
his communique printed, he was in-
formed by Vice Presidentand Dean-
for Student Development Roderick 
C. Shearer that although Maxwell 
was entitled to distribute his publica-
. tion, .. Shearer could still determine 
whether or not it should be printed 
on t!!e Student Development ditto. 
macl\ine. _ Basing his decision not 
only pn what some saw as the inflam-
matory nature of Maxwell's state-
. ment, but on the Claim that Max-
wells. · fac.tual allegations were in-
correct, Shearer forbade the printing 
of the communique, saying ·~1t isn't 
true." 
Maxwell then consulted Student 
Government Treasurer Robert 
Carroll, one of : several Student 
Government personnel empowered 
to order printing for Student 
Government. Carroll agreed to print 
· the communique for the standard 
ditto machine rate, but noted that 
Student Government's ditto 
. machine was out of service at that 
time. When Student Government's 
ditto machine is inoperable, normal 
procedure is for Government priri-
ti ng to be done on Student 
Development's ditto machine. 
Shearer then ruled that Carroll 
would not be permitted to run off I he 
communique on the Student 
Development machine, _even though 
it was a Student Government prin-
ting order. 
Maxwell then met with Shearer, 
one of several meetings that day 
· between Maxwell and either Shearer_ 
or Housing Director David A. Torn. 
A News editor was present at this 
particular rneeting, at which Shearer 
contended that he forbade publica-
tion-of the c_ommunique on grounds 
that "It isn't trtie" and ."We don't 
want to-createa ·pa.nic ... we want to 
keep this thing quiet." 
Shearer admitted that the two 
assaults lu~d taken place and stated 
that he had 'ordered extra officers 
from Xavier's . security service, 
Transcontinental Security, for a 
period of two weeks. When asked 
why Student Oeveloprnent had not 
issued any kind of notice about the 
assaults in the dormitories, Shearer 
replied that a cautionary memo had 
been drafted by David A. Tom but 
that Shearer had decided not to 
release it for fear of creating a panic. 
Asked under what circumstances an 
official memorandum would be 
released, Shearer answered that he 
would make no written statement 
about the security situation until or 
unless there had been "an actual 
assault, serious irijury, or murder." 
Wednesday, November JO: A 
working ditto machine was delivered 
to Student Government, and Bob 
Carroll authorized the printing of 
the Maxwell communique. It was 
distributed under dormitory room 
doors that· evening. 
Thursday, November 11: After the 
Maxwell communique, Shearer and 
Tom distributed an "Information 
Memorandum" in the dorms, in 
which they said: "The sen-
sationalized flyer circulated by a 
freshman student has seriously 
overstated the safety problem on the 
Xavier campus. While it is true that 
several women have been followed 
by a suspicious male and two have 
actually been touched on the arm by -
. h.im, no one has been physically 
harmed ... " 
· The Student Development flyer 
then went on to publicize the 
heightened Xavier and Cincinnati 
police presence on campus and 
reiterated Maxwell's advice to report 
suspicious persons, restrict admit-
! an ce to residence halls, and 
otherwise increase dorm security. 
Frida)', Nm·ember 12: Stiid~-nt _ 
Development prepared a poster t1'rg-
ing students not to admit anyone to 
the dorms whom they did not know 
personally mid banning dormitory 
access to unauthorized personnel. 
Over the next ·four days, these 
postL'<S were put up at each dor-
mitory entrance. 
.In : response to the Student 
Development flyer, the victim of the 
a·ssault at Link on Sunday, 
Nove.rriber 7, made a signed state-
ment to Maxwell and to the News 
which indicated that her experience 
involved more_ than being "touched 
on the arm," as Shearer described 
the'a_ttacks. The victim stated that 
she- was fondled briefly, grabbed 
from behind, pushed against an ex-
terior wall and kissed, escaping after 
kicking her assailant and scratching 
his eyes. Some weeks later, the vic-
tim of the Husman attack on Sunday 
Nov. 7 told a News editor in front of· 
a witness that she had also suffered 
more than a touch on the arm. 
Wednesday, November 16: Scott 
Maxwell became a candidate for 
Student Senate and issued a two-
page campaign flyer which included 
a verbatim passage from the Link 
victim's deposition and quoted 
Shearer's statement of November 
9th·· that no statement would be 
issued by him until an actual assault, 
injury, or murder had occurred. 
Maxwell also noted that the in-
creased security was temporary and 
alleged that security presence was 
already declining. that Shearer had 
told him that lights would be erected 
along ·1he route from the Mall to ihe 
Sports Center "right away." and that 
lighting in the North Parking Lot · 
·had not been turned on until after 
dark on several occasions the 
previous week. (Shearer told the 
Nell's that North Lot lights had i~­
deed not been on until several hours 
piist sunse·t on two occasions, due to 
·a timer malfunction associated with 
changing the lights to standard 
time.) · 
· Sunday, November 21: Follow-
ing several minor incidents in and 
around the McDonald Library. the 
my.-;tery assailant was captured by a 
student and turned over to the 
authorities. No official statement 
was made to inform students that the 
alleged attad.cr was in custody. 
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Xavier: comparatively safe, _but crime does exist 
Italicized statements are taken from s.igned depositions given to the News by 
students who have been victims of campus, .crime. · · 
The major frustration encountered by News· reporters during this in-
vestigation has been the difficulty of obtaining exact crime statistics for 
Xavier alone, as distinct from the surrounding community. Since direct 
access to Xavier Security crime reports is denied to the press as a matter of 
policy, reporters had to work with City of Cincinnati ~nd City of Norwood. 
crime statistics, which admittedly report criminal activity, in areas larger than 
the campus itself. · · . 
But the figures do permit us to establish a fairly clear picture. of a Xavier 
campus which is relatively safe-at least, no more or less dangerous than.the 
city of Cincinnati as a whole-although adjacent to. areas with very high 
crime rates. Further, despite the recent assau~ts on women, roughly. 97% of 
the crimes commited in Xavier's vicinity are crimes against property such as 
burglary, larceny, auto theft, and robbery, as opposed to crimes against per-
sons. 
Nevertheless, a certain degree of caution is advisable for every student: 
crimes do occur on campus. 
One major campus crime is dormitory theft: 
while we didn.'t even see them because of a curve in the road .. They followed us 
for about a b7ock: and then reappeared very close.joined bYthree other youths 
jrom behind a hedgerow to our immediate left. They w~re also joined by 
another youth from across the street. · . . . 
They told us to stop again, and we did. They stepped up closer to us and I. 
found myself in the middle of them. One of the guys in the group said," Where , 
are you going?" and pne of my friends replied, "Xavier." Then, I said, 
".What's happening?" and one of the loi:alyouths said, "We're just out 10 beat 
some ass, that's all." Then, one of the other youth said," What do you think of 
us?" 
With(}Ula!IY lapse of time I was hit in the right side of the/ace by a blow I 
· did not see. coming, which knocked me to the ground. I landed on the ground 
face first. and/or a moment, tried to get back up. I was kicked in the right side 
of the head just above the ear knocking me back to the ground. When I hit tht{ 
ground this time, I attempted to proiect my head with my arms. I was kicked 
again, this.time on the right ear. There was a momentary lapse of time when I 
wasn't being kicked. I started to get up only to be kicked again several times, 
with the final blow being felt like one of the individuals jumping on my neck 
and shoulder blades with both heels. . . -
Some crimes are.considered "off-campus" but actually occured in areas im-
/ returned to my dorm room after having left the door unlocked. When I mediately adjacent to and o~ficially connected with the University. The Link 
walked in, a strange man was standing there, handling some of my effects. : I Apartment Complex, operated as a lodging for Xavier students by Xavier 
asked him what he was doing there; he told me he was looking/or another girl faculty member Joseph. Link, was the site of this.recent assault: · 
on my wing and thought he was in her room. /told him to leave, and he did. i . ·. On Sunday, November 7, 1976,. I was walking behind the University 
immediate~v called Security, who called the Cincinnati Police, who ap- Apartments, and he (suspect) was walking very cl(}se behind me. /felt his 
prehended him. . hand on my ass. I turned around told him to get the hell awaf: I kept walking .,. 
down the steps as he continued to follow. He grabb_ed me by both shoulders · 
However, Husiness Manager Thomas Stadtmiller notes that students are· and pulled me back:/ kicked him on the /eg. As /reached the bottom of the 
· responsible for roughly as much dormitory theft as non-students. steps, he came after me and grabbed my left shoulder, swung me aroufrd and 
Nor are students' automobiles entirely safe in the North Lot: pushedmeagain!t the wall and kissed me. /'then scratched his eyes. I dropped 
d h some articles on the ground. I ran into the door and stepped inside, and he . 
After the October 23-25 long week.end, when my car ha~ sat unuse int e followed me im·ide. I proceeded to screa"J for my husband and· then he 
middle of the North Lotforthreedays, /foundthatsomeonehadgoneunder (suspeC't) took o.f.f. 
the hood, cut the bat1ery cables, and taken the bat1ery. I called the Players Oj]i'c:e and told Joyce Schreiber to stay there because 
Although major, causally-linked rashes of thefts are rare, they have occurred. someone attacked me. Three men (friends) met '!'eat the door, and we started 
For example, a number of dorm students had items stolen from storage over back to get Joyce. As we reached Brockman Court, we saw the attacker com-
the ·summer of 1975, as reported in thrse statements: · . ing around from the University Center. The attacker saw us and turned and 
ran away. 
During the summer of i975, I had several hundred dollars worth of items What do.all these statements add up to? They serve to indicate that, while 
stored in Kuhlman Hall. I paid a $10 deposit and was /ed·w believe at the time Xavier is certainly not in what could be considered a high-crime area, as is the 
that the service deposit was intended to cover theft insurance. University of Detroit,"crime can happen here; and this possibility, the editors 
I returned that September to find my possessions systemically, selective~v believe, must· be dealty with honestly. 
ransacked - someone had obvious~v been able to take a long time to,._go 
through my items. Clothing was stolen from suitcases and garment liiigs, The News believes ·that the Administration's handling of security-related 
while other items were left and no luggage was taken; I even found that a box incidents over the· Jast four years is not entirely appropriate for the crime 
of Christmas ornaments had been opened and a selection of the best or- situation which our investigations have found. The way to deal with campus 
naments removed. · · crime, we believe, is not to "keep a lid on it" but to inform the University com· 
·My total loss was estimated at $300 - depreciated value, not replacement munity of incidents as they occur in a calm, factual manner which eliminates 
value. /was then told that there was no insurance after all. /never received a the possibility of the sensational rumors which inadequate information Cj\n 
cent from the University to caver my loss, nor was there any explanation how spawn. In some cases during'November's crisis, for example, .even certain key 
any person could have had enough prolonged access to the storage area to administrators were underinformed-or never informed at all-about the 
pick his ·way rhrou!(h all my luggage. current security situation. 
·More frightening is the possibility that students may view administrative 
Jn May of 1975, I agreed to place an easy chair in storage in Brockman Hall silence ori the subject of crime as an official suggestion by omis.~ion that 
after receiving assurances from Housing Department members that a small Xavier and its surroundings are virtually crime-free, leading students to 
"storage fee" would cover any possible losses. I paid $5 to the Resident Assis- forego reasonable cautions they might otherwise practice: evidently, Tom 
tant who opened Brockman 14 /or me to store my items in (it was either. Joe McCluskey's mugging at least partially resulted from an assumption that the 
Pickard or Tom Quinn; I cannot recall which). walk down ·Victory Parkway was safe, no matter how suspicious it looked, 
In September 1975, when Steve Hayes unlocked the storage room, my because there had never been any warnings about i~. . 
refrigerator was in.exactly the same spot- but there was no sign of the chair. Sergeant Roy Linderman. of the Cincinnati Police Special Services/ Crime 
It was not in any other storage room either. To my knpw/edge, every other Prevention Department' was nonplussed when he :was told that Xavier had 
piece of furniture in the room was acc.ounted for. · an official policy of silence on security matters; Sgt. Lindeman suggested that 
After prolonged disucssion, Housing Director, Dave Tom, agreed to reim- a more reasonable policy woo.Id be to operate a public bulletin board on 
burse me for the cost of a comparablf! replacement. I appreciated that, bui / which every security problem would be announced, stating what had happen-
have io wonder: ed. when, where, and how, augmented by advisories telling students how to 
Why did the money have to come out of Student Development funds, in- deal with specific types of problems if they are unusually common at a par-
stead of the supposed "insurance;' the school was supposed 10 have? ticular time. · · 
What happened to the chair, which supposedly was in a dormitory that was It appears that University officials may be contemplating a more open 
unused a/I that summer? And who got into the room, which was supposedly policy regarding security information. In an interview with News editor 
locked all summer, from the time that my items, the last ones in, were placed S_hannon Flynn, Dean Rod Shearer indicated that in the past students were 
inside? assumed to have enough common sense about general security matters to 
Crimes against persons, such as physicaj_assault, are far less common on take precautionary measures. However, he noted that in light of recent in-
campus than property crimes. Nonetheless, assaults on campus have oc- cidents, that assumption might not be made in the future. 
curred in the past: If this new administrative outlook leads to a freer flow of security informa-
As freshmen, we were on our way back from Dana's and stopped at White tion, the editors heartily approve. But Dean Shearer's statements seem to be 
Castle. We th~n walked back down Dana to Ledgewood to Herald with our placing most of the blame on students, suggesting that current policies would 
bags of food. At Herald we heard somebody say;" We want White Castles... be quite adequate if students had more "co.nmon sense." 
We kept walking and they kept saying, .. We want White Castles." About the In our opinion, how~ver, one could not always expect common sense alone 
basketball court, my friends and / started 10 run toward the doors of to supply the student with all.the information he needs. Those students who 
Brockman. The left and right doors were Jocked, while the middle door was come to Xavier from smaller towns and cities and are not fam.iliar with 
unlocked. I went to the right door because one of my other.friends, who also metropolitan conditions, may need specific guidance, not just native ingenui-
ran, was in the process of going through the center door, and I didn't think 1 ty, to deal with .the urban environment they encounter. · · 
could make it through that door. /tried to pull it open, however, it wa~· lock- Even students who come from large, crime-prone cities. such as Chieago, 
ed. · Cleveland, or Detroit cannot be expected to apply their own diverse urban 
I wrned aro~mi and saw four youths standing behind me. One of the four. experiences. to the conditions they find in the .Evanston-Avondale area 
proceeded to hit me seven or eight times in the chest, at which point 1 sank without specific information about Cincinnati. . · 
doll'n to my knees. Finally, he hit me in the mouth with an upper£'Ut, loosening Of course, stu~entsdo deserve .some of the blame for Xavier'.s security 
two of my teeth. . proble~s·; whei;i a door is left unlocked or a suspicious person··'·goes un-
As police statistics lead- us to expect, off-campus crimes are somewhat more reported; !'tlident'negligence is the cause. · ·· 
frequent and gene.rally more serious. This year's most serious,assault oc- · ·.e~rstude.nts ~ill be unable to.participate fully int~~ enterpri~e of main-
. curre~ more tha~ a mile from campus: · · taming Xav1efs:safety record while basic security infol'!Jtation - the kind of 
', . . i~formation the Cin~innati Polic~ Depa~t;m~nt spo~~k.r,nan feels should be 
It was'about 3:30 in the afternoon, Sunday, October 24, and we were retur- displayed ~n a_ ~ulletm board - 1s systematically witll~eld from. them. 
ningfrom the McDonald's at Victory Parkway and McMillan, coming down · The Xavier News concludes from its inv'5tiaatlon tha• the administration 
Victory Parkway. At the intersection of Lincoln and Victory two local youths should bear majority· responsibility for creatina a heightened .awareness 







. After painstaking analysis of the security issue at Xavier, the News feels 
corrective action should be taken in the following areas: 
I. All security problems should be handled openly by the administration. 
2. Security Information should be released to· interested parties and 
catalo1ued weekly for student reference. Increasing student awareness by 
posting actual crimes and/ or apprehensions on campus will cultivate a 
safety conscious attitude preventing carelessness and eliminate the image 
of Xavier's security carelessness. The image of Xavier's security depart· 
ment would rise subsequent to information as to their activity. 
3. A reasonable, but explicit, statement should be made in the orientation 
gudiebook concernin1 security at Xavier. 
On page 15 of the Residence Hall Handbook, distributed by the Office of 
Housing, the following statement appears: · 
General Regulations 
R 
· · All residence halls are locked on a 24 hour basis. Residents may enter only 
ec. 0 m men- through designated doors. Although the University maintains 24 hour safety procedures it is recommended that students do not walk unaccompanied at 
dat·i.o.ns: 
·, 
night. . . 
Th~ News notes that this is the only printed matter in university 
publications devoted to general security ineasures (locking doors is stressed). 
This paragraph is largely ignored by Mudents; it is inconspicuous and. umil 
questioned by the News, Rod Shearer had not known it even existed. 
4. Senior Residents and Graduate .Assistants should be instructed to 
describe safety c.onditions at Xavier durin1 win1 ineetinp and should be 
reinforced by mention durin1 formal .~rlentatlon sessions. • 
Out-of ·town dorm students are most seriously threatened by official 
silence. and Xavier might pattern its informative duties after Edgecliff College 
(reference p.9). 
5. Students should develop a responsible attitude toward security matten in 
an effort to maintain a safe campus. 
Xavier 
~ . ' 
Security 
Facts 
Telephone Number(Business Hours) 
. 745-3636 
Te~phone Number (5 p.m. -9a.m.) 
. 745-3201 
Xavier Security Staff: Full 
time: S men (two men on duty 
most of the time). Part time: 
Transcontinental Security 
(weekends and holidays - I 
man at all times). 
Shifts:· -8 p.m. •· 4 a.m. clock 
punch 
8 hour shifts - three . 
shifts 
Additional: 9 or 10 students 
(for dorm, library, 
parking Jots) 
Chief: ~meran Snider 
. ~'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"'~ 
Abandon· hope, for everyone 
can enter here 
by Tom Flynn 
. A1ioclale Editor· 
. Mankind cannot progress very far as long as 
we continue to regard a "wet paint" sign as a 
challenge rather than as a warning. 
,._ Sydney J. Harris 
The next' time your're feeling bored 
try the following fun experiment.. 
Take a large heavy object - say, a ten· 
gallon drum of driveway sealer, a nice stout 
sledgehammer, or the engine block from a 
1967 Cadillac Fleetwood. Place said heavy 
object precariously upon the facing edge of a 
convenient table, so that the object will surely 
tip over and fall to the floor within the next 
minute. Stand very close to the table, with 
your feet beneath the heavy object. Now close 
your eyes as tight as you can and think about 
something else. 
Continue doing this until the pain from 
your lacerated knees, abraded calves, and 
jellied insteps becomes intolerable-which 
should happen within the next minute. 
What was that all about? First, if any of you 
people out there in newspaperland actually 
performed the above experiment, it shows me 
you're dumber than I thought. Write ine and 
tell me which hospital you're in, so I can come 
and laugh at you. 
Second, and more important, that unsavory 
experiment demonstrates a basic fact oflife: If 
something nasty is about to happen, it's not 
likely to refrain from happening simply 
because you're ignoring it. · 
This is the fact of life which was evidently 
forgotten by Xavier dorm students during the 
recent security .crisis.. I j~st can't recall too 
many dormies stopping strangers in 
Kuhlman's corridors, Husman's halls or 
Mr. Pre.tdent · 
Brockman's boardwalks to ask them just who 
they were and what they were doing in a 
Xavier dorm. 
And that's too bad. Xavier could buy full~ 
page ads in the Post every. week to report 
security incidents, hire a hundred new cops 
.and build an electric fence around the campus; 
but it wouldn't make the dorms one whit safer 
if smiling dormies persisted in admitting to 
their grim domiciles every sundry sneak thief, 
llJ 
exhibitionist, and Arab terrorist who happen·. 
ed .along (see illustration). 
Nor should we fail to consider those 
charitable souls who duck out of their dorm 
rooms "for only a moment" for an hour or so, 
leaving their door wide open with the stereo 
running and the calculator, the watch and the 
class. ring out in plain sight-usually next to 
the room keys. 
Granted that Xavier is a Christian com-
munity where brotherly love and openness of 
heart .are de rigeur. But when openness of 
heart leads to openness of door, the loving 
Christian sometimes discovers that he has in-
voluntarily practiced the virtue of charity with 
enough verve to absolve him of his next twelve 
mortal sins. 
Then there are those who leave their doors 
closed but not locked. These individuals often 
have their "open-door" policy vindicated 
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retr()actively ("See? I told you there's no need 
to keep my room locked.'' "Yeah, you don't 
have anything left to lock in now, anyway.'') 
The coed who returned to the dorms to find a 
total stranger in her room pawing through her 
possessions had failed to lock her door when 
she left. Having entered the dorm, her would· 
be thief presumably just tried doors until he 
· found one that would open. 
So once more we're asking how these people 
get in the dorms in the first place. It's true, of 
course, that all dorm doors are locked 24 
hours a day. It's also true that only dormies 
h;ive keys. But it's a/.w true that one of those 
dormies, with one of those keys, could admit . 
the entire Eighth Airborne Division to 
--
Br~ckman Hall, merely by holding the door 
open long enough. 
Sure, Jots of people want into the dorms 
who don't have keys: friends, commuters, even 
the occasional dormie who left his keys in his 
other pants. We don't want to leave these peo-
ple out in ·the cold all night. But such fair-
minded sentiments do not justify a blanket 
assumption that everyone who tries to gel into 
a Xavier dorm deserves to succeed. 
What I am proposing, in essence, is that the 
average dormie become a hardnose. If you 
don't know that person who pops up just as 
you're letting yourself in, squeeze in past him 
and slam the door in his face until he produces 
an ID card or opens the door with his own key. 
If you see a stranger on your wing, find out 
who he is. 
In a way, it's easy to see why nobody does 
this: who wants to come off like a cop? (Never 
mind that if more dormies came off like cops, 
fewer cops would have tocomeoffl~ecops). 
But there's· more to it than that. There are 
times when I suspect the existence of ·an un· 
conscious but ironclad consensus among the 
.dormies, that they shall simply live as though 
security problems did not exist: "I'm going to 
wear my rose-colored glasses, and all the brass 
knuckles in Norwood won't get them off.'" 
Even during the pitiful reign of terror of that 
would be assaulte.r of women known as 
Chester the Molester, when the campl!s 
should have been irretrievably paranoid, too 
many dorin students remained Jax. Even those 
nifty little Student Development posters urg· 
ing caution failed to inspire much. (The fact 
that Student Development was simultaneous· 
Jy printing a flyer which insisted that there 
. was; in fact. no problem at all, might have had 
something to do with it; but only something). 
The major problem? Judging from their 
carelessness, one concludes that dormies, like 
most Muskies, would prefer to live as though 
"IT CAN'T HAPPEN HERE." We'd all 
prefer to live that way, gentle readers. But 
sometimes, it's not that way. 
This special issue of the Nell's has shown 
just how much it's not the way we'd like it to 
he, and tried to figure out why. We've even 
gone so far as to explore the possibility that 
the administration is "covering up" security 
information to make the campus seem safer. 
But all the administrative coverups in the 
world can't be as blinding, as deceptive, as · 
dangerous as the Jone student who simply 
refuses to see what's in front of him. 
The Back P11ge is a tree classified section 
available to students, faculty, and staff of Xavier 
University. Ads should not exreed twenty words ' 
and must be submitted in writing at the Universi· 
ty Center Information Desk c/o The Back Page 
no later than the Sunday preceding publication. 
Sorry, no ad will be repeated unless resub- , 
mitted. 
CLAUS: Mom welcomes you "·ith open arms. 
BRUNO IS BOARING! 
YES FOLKS. you. too, can own your o\\'n game of 
drop the hall. r\rnilablc in inlramural. intercollegiate. 
and professional editions. 
TONY B: Wht!n y~u use your power saw. the idea is lo 
saw through the wood. NOT THE CORD. Sanri~ac. 
HAPPY: Birthday! HL 
rHE ,\'ell's PARTY: Sec Bruno gel crocked. 
BEWARE! The pleasantest 1urns into Scrooge al 
Christmas. JW 
MITCH: You had your chance and muffed it. Blanche 
f POD: eht tseggib Psopxe reve si no ehr. yaw dna 
er'voy! ti ...:_ FMO 
TYPING SERVICE: Past. accurate. professional.6()c 
per page, Call 821-8SS9, weekdays, 9-S, 
I THOUGHT there weren't supposed to be any 
"straight" hack-pagers'! 
THE Nt•11·.1 PARTY: Sec Shannon and Lisa exchange 
identities. 
THE N Ell'S missed the boat. They failed to investigate 
the most serious campus crime, which is commiued 
6.476 times a scmcsrcr in rht Bursar's Office .. 
KIDDAY: It's good for you and lhe kids: 
HELP! I'm being held prisoner in the Back Page com-
posing room. H L 
NIEDER: Do nor pass Chapter 2 ... HL 
CHRISTMAS'! Hell, we jusi like lo drink! 
SR, BIS: Re normal! 
Al.L FIVE EDITORS signed lhe lead editorial. Have 
it bronled, it'll never happen again. 
THE NEWS PARTY: Sec Ani1a buck, See Julie 
waddel. 
ERNIE: Help! I'm drowning in morphemes! Can't vou 
do some1hing? · 
KIDDAY: How can you resist it'! 
TIM RIORDA~: Saw your poems in tht! soon-to-he 
published in Camera Works. Beautiful!!!! 
THE NEWS PARTY: Listen to.John tic11. read his dis-
sertation. zznLn 
I hey told me there \\nuld he day!<. like this. ~ohoUy 
lnld me e\·ery day would hc like this. 
~tn .. 1 Muskic!«i d1111·1 k111m. and they prefer it thill way. 
\\'lluhl that I could .iuin !hem! 
fhc mllh doc~ 0111 hurt so much us it dcprcsscs me. 
\\'hit It you \\a111 to play game!<.. ask coach fur a 
ha.,h1h11ll. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
l\\l.'111)" ye;ir" nf ~chnolin' and they put you on 1hc day 
'ihilt. . ' 
Mar~. :\.1ary. 4uite c1111trary. how dues your herh grow'.' 
('uni fh1td1 & Stu Someone want!'<i to mcL'l you. 
SS.RR -·---- ·---··-
X-Clrnnncl Smnner. Realistic Hi~Low VHF. lndude~ 
ha:-.c ;1n1enna and mobile rnnunting hrnckL't. C:ill Mark 
ill .lXf17. 
l>nn"t hlamL' 1111.· for the directories heing latc. fl wa:-. 0111 
of my hands Octoher 2fl. RI. 
~1~1i1~,!·ra1~:·:~ra\'an is ;i nin· ""Y lo sa\'e monL"y. 
Whn~e wine. while winc. \\hen: the hell did I dinL"'! 
I kn11\\· \\here: 1ha1's the prohlcm it \\:ts the c;1f. 
l'rrrrrpppp! 
f"akc a look :ii the Chris111111s Crnfl Caravan. It's free! 
Sunday dinner~ ill the cal_"11a·:.1 surccurr: fordigL"slinn. 
I dn11·1 know. hut I've hcl'll lnld. lhn wlm1 if what I've 
hecn ioltl b "rcmg'! 
l>cep Knee uses 1hc Deepthroat upproach with the 
M.E. 
E. Schmidt: 7:00 p.m .. KZE. lJcccmbcr 10. lie rhcro! 
I am nol 1.isa. i :un shannon.jc ne hablo pascspannle. 
IJ:uJ: W.hy c.an'1 I have the car'! Ht. 
Petic: I'll kccji hody and soul together. if you let me 
pnl..e your hole~. 
For S;1le: Allcrn:uur cable from 19fl6 Ford 289 6-cvl. 
engine. Sliglllly u~ed. Cull 3605. . 
Pc1ic: The 11101h-hoh.•s in your swc1t1 shirt. 
Sec !he Clef C'luh. Sec the Clef Club sing: Sec the Clef 
("Juh dance. Uni\'er~ity Center Theatre. Sunday. 
l1cl.·emhL"r 12. K:Oo p.m. 
Mnnn:sa Party. !tOO p.111 .• Friday. Dccemher 10. Pied 
l1ipcr. 
IJ;ad: I promise nu1 Ill wreck.the c:tr. 
H. King i'i Mire :is all heck! 
Bcth: What .. Beautiful ~nisc! .. UL 
l"he .\'('tn Party: Sec the greatest demonstration of 
Diony'iiltn dccaUcm:c since ROmc. 
II \\C 0 re "'' d;imned good. why arc \\Chere'! 
1-"llllilred: I d11 haw a memory for Ucrnil. I c:.111. 
renu:mher the name or every guy la~t ni~ht. signed. One 
~nwm. ' 
.HI\: I'll ha\c >nu i..1111\\ I WU\ lht.' Planned fl:.trenthund 
Jlo.,tcr Hah> 111 1955. OMF. 
Hoh. ~l;irk. ~1.ttl \\'hen's the v-cdding"! Portho". 
I he Stagl" Bund wi"hc!-i tu thank those \\.ho allcndcd 
··_\\hen S\~~~ Wns King.." Be hack again nc\t ye:tr. 
'ci1her hl-'ill 111 day. cold of nigh1, \I. ind. rain. nor lmil 
"ill .. wr tht: ~eW!'I. Hui th1.' tempc:i:iturc in thi" ntficc 
ju~I migh1,_ . .;_· -------------
Bug~ Urn\ nl Yiu1've ju:.t c;1ptun:d the C~"iencc nf he-
inµ ;i hu .. inc..;s llliljor. 
\J;i\hl.'" munl.'\ i~n·1 the mo"'t impnrtnnl thing. hur the 
11 rh~r \\t1n"1.g.11 nut \\ilh :ou if >·nu Llon"t lmve it. 
~;,;~j~,~~~;-:.t11i't 1cll me. Ant.I. 
1 he~. :I~': ~ ~1~·~ ~y~· _11~ ~ 1~! l_h· _1~· ~l~ ~~-~!'~.!.'..:!E~ll h "· 
\ t.'' ltd•~. 11', it11;.:: 1 :.r.1:. ~ii 11 lh'W i111ra111111;d "ih•ll. 
I >t<!ll' I ! li II I I I 
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Xavier News Quiz ••• 
... Who is this man and what does he do? 
Invite A Student Arriving From 
SOUTH AMERICA 
To stay as a guest of your family: 
4 to 8 weeks December-January 
Call 7 45-3355, 7 45-3628 (day) 
761-3575 (evenings and weekends) 
Xavier University 
Student Exchange Program·s' 
Office: Hinkle Hall 115. 
College Night 
Every Friday 
College students are eligible for drawing each Friday 
for two FREE d.inners at Zummo's in Centerville. Come 





TUES. thru SAT. 
Route 48 North of Lebanon 
WE'LL HELP vou·nND 
THE DIAMOND YOU'LL FLIP FOR 
There are all kinds of diamonds. 
Some right, some wrong for you. We'll. help 
you find the diamond you'll flip for ••• 
love for its brilliance, admire for its fire. 
One. diamond is waiting, so perfect for your 
purse and personality, it could never 
b~long to another. 







Fourth carat , ........ 5195 
Half carat ......... 5295 
Full carat. . ........ 5495 
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